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Detailed description

Neatdek:
An innovative grille system that lies flush to the floor level, whatever the application. Combined with the Aluseal half height shower doors to keep water within the showering area, Neatdek 3 allows fast, efficient drainage and a dry bathroom floor for maximum safety. Suitable for installation in a variety of floor constructions.

Plus Pack:
Shower grille which provides the invaluable benefit of true level access. Pack includes custom-made half height enclosures, white weighted curtain with rail and McAlpine waste outlet. Total shower solution in one package.

Complete Pack:
True level access shower package as plus pack but includes white hinged shower seat (DF 5805) and three, 600 mm white grab rails.

Options

Half height enclosure:
When ordering made to size doors, please stipulate size after reference number, e.g: ENC911L/1000/WF/38 would be the reference for a 1000 mm (mid size) long wet floor model with 38 mm radius inline tri-fold left hand hinged.

Neatseal:
PVC inset which is attached to the Neatdek 3 profile and hot seam welded directly to the vinyl sheet flooring, creating a completely secure and highly durable watertight joint. Supplied with mitred corners, Neatseal provides a hard-wearing alternative to silicon seals which have a tendency to perish and shrink over time.

Product specification

Manufacturer
- Name: NEACO Ltd
- Web: www.neaco.co.uk
- Email: sales@neaco.co.uk
- Tel: +44 (0)1653 695721
- Fax: +44 (0)1653 600418
- Address: Norton Grove Industrial Estate, Norton, Malton, North Yorkshire, YO17 9HQ

NEACO Ltd
Yorkshire YO17 9HQ

Product reference: Neatdek 3 Package

Type: [__________]

Half height enclosure: [__________]

Curtain track:
- CTR001 - 1033 x 1033 mm universal 'L' shaped white curtain rail.
- CTR002 - 821 x 821 mm universal 'L' shaped white curtain rail.
- CTR003 - 1220 x 1220 mm universal 'L' shaped white curtain rail.
- CTR004 - 1150 mm straight white curtain rail.
- CTR005 - 2300 mm straight white curtain rail.
- CTR006 - 'U' shaped 1033 x 1033 x 1033 mm white curtain rail.
- CTR009 - 1500 x 825 mm 'L' shaped white curtain rail.

Neatseal:
- Not required
- NSL001 - Square frame kit for solid floor profile.
- NSL002 - Bath replacement frame kit for solid floor profile.
- NSL010 - Square tray kit for timber floor profile.
- NSL011 - Bath replacement tray kit for timber floor profile.